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Darton Pro3500

The Basics:

D

arton Archery has been hard
at work designing and manufacturing quality bows since
1950. The company maintains a quiet
confidence as they continue to forge
ahead in technology and performance. In the late 1990s they developed a revolutionary eccentric system
unlike any other seen to that point –
the hybrid cam. It changed the landscape and opened new doors to
increased efficiency and performance. Darton continues to perfect
and utilize that technology today.
The Pro3500 finds its strength in
the latest version of the hybrid cam
system that Darton calls the CPS-G2,
2-1/2 Cam system. Also featured on
the new rig is Darton’s Bowstring
Noise Suppression System, parallel
limbs, pivoting limb pockets, molded
rubber grip and film dipped Realtree
Hardwoods Green HD camo pattern.
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Riser: Darton’s Pro3500 riser is
significantly reflexed at 3.15 inches. A
riser’s configuration is determined by
the position of the grip’s deepest point
as it relates to an imaginary line
drawn through both limb pocket pivot
points. If the deepest part of the grip is
in front of this line then the riser is
considered to be deflexed. However, if
the throat of the grip is behind the line
(closer to the archer) the bow is considered to be reflex. Now, the question
is what this means in terms of performance and customer satisfaction.
Traditionally it has been accepted that
a deflex riser is significantly more stable and forgiving of poor shooting
form but at the same time considerably slower. Reflex risers have been
tagged as the opposite, however, in
recent years they have seen design
improvements that make them less
critical of form flaws and give them
excellent balance. In the end this
equates to a bow that is not only fast
but also well balanced and moderately forgiving. The Pro3500 is a prime
example with blistering speeds and a
rock solid aim.
As with most risers on the market
today the Pro3500 riser is made from

aluminum. In the case of this particular riser it is 6061-T6 grade aluminum
and Darton CNC machines it into its
final form. This style of machining
allows for highly detailed features,
flowing lines and a smooth base for
the final finish. There are nearly a
dozen cutouts scattered across the
riser, which spans a little over 25 inches. Cutouts of various size, dimension
and contour coupled with other structural features such as a step geometry,
chamfers, flares, and rounded transitions combine to give the Pro3500 a
high-tech look. Adding to the “look” is
a high definition Realtree Hardwoods
Green HD camo pattern finish. The
finish is applied through a film dipping process that produces a seamless
and durable decoration. Darton also
offers Shadow Black and Anodized
Competition Blue finishes.
Darton bows have gained the reputation of a super comfortable grip. I
remember back in the late 1990s or
early 2000s handling one of the first
Maverick bows and thinking how
good the rubber grip felt in my hand.
The 3500’s grip consists of two molded rubber side panels. Rounded edges
and smooth contours machined into
the riser around the grip are used to
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complete the package. I noticed that
the rubber material on this particular
Darton seems less pliable than their
grips from years ago. This will allow
the shooter’s hand to consistently
move into the correct position while
still providing comfort and warmth.
A threaded metal stabilizer insert

Darton Pro3500

(front only) is one of my favorite components because it avoids the
headache of stripping out threads no
matter how many times you attach a
stabilizer. Also attached to the riser is
Darton’s Bowstring Noise Suppression
System, which consists of a 6061-T6
aluminum block housing attached to
the cable guard and a separate shaft
that is topped with a pliable rubber
dampening stop.
Customer Connection - What is it
that we care about when it comes to a
riser?
We want it to be strong
High grade 6061-T6 aluminum,
CNC machined.
We want it to look good
Flowing lines, step-geometry,
chamfers, flares, and rounded transitions coupled with the film dipped
Realtree Hardwoods Green HD camo
pattern give the Pro3500 a sharp look.
We want an effective and comfortable grip
Darton’s new rubber grip is both
functional and comfortable.
We want it to contribute to performance
Stability, reflexed geometry, balance and strength.
We want to attach our accessories to it
Contains all of the standard
accessory mounting holes.
These are the basics that you as a
dealer can mentally mark and recall as
you are speaking to customers. These
are your selling points as it concerns
the riser.
Limbs/limb pockets: Pro3500
limbs are a three part construction
including a Gordon Composite EGlass core and laminated S-Glass
skins. The Gordon core is machined to
a precise thickness, length and width
and the skins are added to the tension
and compression sides. These two
components work together to create a
sturdy, high-performance limb.
Darton creates consistency within the
limb sets by matching each pair based
on deflection values. This ensures that
each limb is providing an equal
amount of power as its counterpart.
Each limb measures approximately
12-5/8 inches in length and is straight
in form (not recurve) and solid in con-

struction (not split/quad limb sets).
Almost as important as the structural content and manufacturing
processes used to manufacture these
limbs is their parallel position at full
draw. If you were to place pictures of
bows from the past ten years side by
side and in chronological order you
would see the gradual “laying back” of
the limb position increasing over
time. Bow makers have found that this
one design feature has afforded them
an amazing benefit in terms of lack of
shock, vibration and noise at the shot.
Limbs that reach a parallel position at
full draw distribute the force from
release in equal and opposite directions. Basically this causes the leftover
energy after propelling the arrow to be
cancelled out as the limbs act in
opposition to one another. A bow that
incorporates this technology has significantly reduced shock, vibration
and noise as compared to a similar
bow with upright limb sets. Limb sets
are available in 50, 60 and 70 pound
peak draw weight options. The limbs,
like the riser, are film dipped in
Realtree’s Hardwoods Green HD camo
pattern. They also have the new
Darton logo on their face as well.
Pro3500 limb pockets are made
out of 6061-T6 aluminum and are
anodized in a copper color. The pockets pivot as the limb bolt is turned,
which maintains the limb to limb
pocket alignment throughout the
weight adjustment process. A system
that utilizes a pivoting pocket rather
than a moving limb is generally considered to be more consistent and
precise and therefore superior. The
pockets also include a locking tab to
secure the adjustment once made.
The pocket to riser interface is held to
tight tolerances during the machining
process to ensure that a true centerline is held and that the limbs are perfectly aligned with the riser. Pockets
are fully machined at all mounting
surfaces including the portion that
actually cradles the limb to preserve
precision and consistency at this critical connection point.
Darton bows are among the easiest to adjust for weight because of
their LimbLok system where the limb
bolt head glides on a low-friction
composite bushing. Set screws in the
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metal housing are used to lock the
adjustments into place.
Customer Connection - What is it
that we care about when it comes to
limbs and pockets?
We want limbs that will last
Darton attacks the durability and
reliability issue head on by starting
with time tested and proven Gordon
Composite materials. Gordon has
earned a reputation as one of the
industry’s best. Darton further
ensures long limb life through their
drive for quality and perfection.
We want pockets that provide
the best chance at an accurate and
consistent shot
Pivoting limb pockets, as stated
earlier, maintain limb alignment
through a consistent pocket to limb
interface and are therefore generally
considered to be superior in terms of
performance. Tight tolerances in the
machining process ensure that the
whole system fits up precisely.
Eccentrics: As you will see in the
testing results – this bow smokes an
arrow down range! Darton advertises
IBO speeds for the Pro3500 at 338 to
343 feet per second. The power
behind the punch is Darton’s patented CPS-G2 2-½ Cam system. This is
yet another improvement on the
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popular hybrid cam technology that
Darton invented years ago.
Darton gets the 2-1/2 Cam name
from an additional groove on both
cams that increases the groove count
by 1/2. Typical two-cam style eccentric systems have certain timing and
synchronization issues that Darton
works to eliminate, or at least minimize, through a system that ties their
cables to a rotating groove making it
virtually impossible for them to work
independently of one another. Cams
can be out of “tune” and still maintain their shootability. Basically, this
means that nock travel will remain
constant and the double “bump”
normally felt by the shooter when
cam-mounted draw stops hit at different times will be eliminated. This
is a great feature for those times
when a small change in bow tuning
gets by you, however, we all still prefer perfection in our shooting systems. With that in mind Darton outfits the Pro3500 with their patented
Tuning Mark System that consists of
two engraved lines per cam within
which the cables should be positioned while the bow is at rest. A
quick glance lets the shooter know if
their cables either need to be lengthened or shortened to achieve top performance.
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The CPS-G2 2-1/2 Cam system is
available in draw lengths from 25 to
30 inches in 1/2 inch increments and
produces an effective letoff of 75 percent. The draw length is changed
through a modular system that does
not require a bow press to adjust.
Both cams ride on heat-treated steel
axles with stainless steel ball bearings. A yoke system splits the cables
where they tie into the cams reducing
cam torque.
Customer Connection – what do
we want out of our cam systems?
We want speed
I understand that not everyone is
hung up on speed, however, you don’t
have to be hung up on it to appreciate
what it does for distance judging and
penetration power.
338-343 feet per second IBO –
that is crazy fast and the best part is
that you would never guess it was
producing those speeds based on
how shootable the bow is.
We want a comfortable draw
cycle
Hybrid cams are known for their
smooth feel and the Pro3500 does not
disappoint in this area. Yes, the draw
cycle is somewhat aggressive, however, the rollover to and from peak are
not harsh. Keep in mind that the valley is short and make sure you are
shooting the correct draw length.
Silencing/Shock reducing features: Parallel limbs, Darton’s
Bowstring Noise Suppression System
and Sims Limbsavers all work together to reduce shock, vibration and
noise.
Customer Connection – what do
we want to hear when the bow is
shot?
We want to hear nothing, however, we are reasonable people. We will
take super silent as an alternative!
Pro3500 shot noise is minimal,
which is a direct result of the three
features listed above.

Testing
A 30 inch draw length and 70
pound draw weight has become the
industry-accepted specs for IBO ratings. The draw length will be set
according to the requirements of
ASTM F 1544-04 (30 inches +/- .25

inches) and the draw weight will be
set to 70 pounds +/- 1 lb (the +/- 1 lb
requirement is also an ASTM F 1544 04 requirement). Speeds will be measured using a correctly spined 350grain arrow. This weight comes from
the IBO rule, which states that,
“Arrows must weigh at least 5 grains
per pound of the bow’s maximum
shooting weight…” As stated earlier
ArrowTrade bows will be tested at 70
pounds so: using the I.B.O. rule we
would multiply 5 grains x 70 pounds =
350 grains. To summarize our Arrow
Trade Standard:

weight 420-grain arrow and a relatively heavy 540-grain arrow. Before
recording speeds with these arrows
the bow was first paper tuned with
each
one.
Most
every
bowhunter/archer will be able to
extrapolate their approximate arrow
speed in relation to similar set-up
parameters and results presented
from the three test arrows.
Speed/Velocity Test: Speed was
measured with the two chronographs

Bow weight: 70 pounds +/- 1 pound
Draw Length will be set to 30 inches
(+/- .25 inch) ATA (defined by ASTM F
1544-04)
Arrows will be selected according to
the formula set out in the I.B.O. rules
for minimum grains per pound (350
grains)
All arrow velocity ratings must be
measured using a shooting machine
with mechanical release (We will use
the definition of a shooting machine
found in ASTM F 1544-04)
A minimum of five shots must be
chronographed using an arrow as
defined above. The five shots will then
be averaged to obtain the final reading. All velocity values for a given
arrow must fall within a range of two
foot/second (Taken from ASTM F 154404).
An appropriate chronograph with a
minimum of two gates set no more
than 48 inches apart will be used. The
initial gate will be set at 36 inches from
the front of the bow’s handle.
A single brass nock and QuikTune
300 Arrow Rest were attached to the
bow – nothing more. With the exception of these two items every bow is
tested as it would be shipped to the
dealer or customer. In other words, if
it has string silencers or other components pre-installed it is tested with
them installed. While the ‘official’
velocity rating for our calculations will
be taken with an arrow as defined
above, we will also use two other test
arrows as reference points. This will
be done to bring a bracketed picture
of the bow’s speed performance to
the reader. Test arrows include a
lightweight 350-grain arrow, a midCircle 248 on Response Card
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listed above – Easton’s model as the
primary and the Oehler as a backup/verification unit. Following are
the resulting speed ratings for each in
feet per second rounded to the nearest tenth:
540-grain arrow
278.5
278.9
278.6
278.4
278.7
Average: 279
420-grain arrow
313.0
312.5
312.5
312.4
312.4
Average: 313
350-grain arrow
338.7
337.6
338.9
337.8
339.1
Average: 338 fps

Potential customers will generally make their bow purchase choice
based on several factors including
the cost, speed, shot noise,
shock/vibration level, grip and the
draw cycle.
In our testing for ArrowTrade
Magazine we try to give you a feel for
how a bow performs in the “subjective” areas mentioned above as well
as the objective areas. You can then
focus on the bow’s notable subjective points when interacting with
your customer. The term “subjective” can basically be translated into
“opinion”. I will be giving my opinion of this bow’s performance in the
following subjective categories:
Shot noise
Shock and vibration levels
Grip comfort and function
Draw cycle “feel”
Shot noise generated by the
Pro3500 was well below what you
might expect from a bow registering
338 fps IBO speeds. It is not just
quiet for a speed bow – it is just flat
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out quiet. When shooting the heavier into propelling the arrow. Basically it
test arrows it became even quieter. is the energy that is left over from the
Add a stabilizer and it is quieter yet. stored energy after all of the bow sysIn the end it is a deadly silent rig. In tem friction is accounted for.)
Stored Energy: 112.99 footmy opinion the Bowstring Noise
Suppression System could be better pounds
(When you draw the bow you
placed somewhere else on the string,
as it is located directly in line with supply power/energy into the limbs.
the position that many archers situ- The amount of energy that the limbs
can hold is known as the stored enerate their kisser button.
At the shot the Darton does gy.)
Efficiency Rating: 78.6 percent
indeed have a short-lived “jump” in
(This is the amount of the stored
the handle. It is not harsh by any
means however it is noticeable. A energy (in percent) that can be sucslight vibration was mixed in with cessfully transferred into propelling
the “jump” that was also brief. The the arrow upon release. The bow
addition of a quality stabilizer tamed design, including limbs, limb pockets, cam systems, and axle types play
both considerably.
I have liked the Darton grips into the bow’s efficiency. An example
from day one: They are extremely would be a sealed ball bearing in the
comfortable and add to the overall idler wheel verses a simple unsealed
shooting experience. There is a small rod bearing. It takes more energy to
structural point in front of the rotate the unsealed rod bearing
Pro3500 grip that hits the thickest (more friction) verses the sealed ball
part of my index finger, which would bearing (less friction) so more of the
probably feel better if it were round- bow’s potential energy is used. The
ed off. Other than that the grip is end result is a lower efficiency rating
smooth, comfortable and functional. because less stored energy is left over
I was able to consistently repeat my to propel the arrow.)
SE/PF Ratio: 1.6
grip shot after shot.
This is the ratio of stored energy
As stated earlier the draw cycle
on this speedster is generally aggres- to peak force. In other words what
sive with smooth transitions to and return are you getting for the power
from peak. The biggest draw back in you supply.
my opinion is the lack of a significant
valley. When shooting a short valley
bow I have found
that the correct draw
length
becomes
Darton Pro3500
extremely critical to Manufacturer: Darton
an archer’s percep- Bow Model: Pro3500
tion of the draw Draw Weights: 50, 60, and 70 pound peak
cycle. The correct Draw Lengths: 25 to 30 in .5 inch increments
draw length will
(modular)
allow the shooter to Axle-to-Axle Length: 33-13/16 inches
relax into the let-off. Brace Height: 6 inches
Mass Weight: 4.1 pounds
Test Bow
Let-Off: 75 percent
Technical Info:
Eccentrics: CPS-G2, 2 ½ Cam
( 3 5 0 - g r a i n Strings and Cables: BCY 452
arrow/ 70 lb peak Tested Speed: 338 fps
draw weight/30 inch Available Finish: Realtree Hardwoods Green HD
draw length)
Grip: Two-piece molded rubber
M e a s u r e d Riser: CNC machined 6061-T6 aluminum
Speed: 338 FPS
Limb Pockets: Pivoting - aluminum
Kinetic Energy: Limbs: Gordon core, S-Glass skins
88.8 foot-pounds
Cable Guard: Straight graphite rod
(This is the ener- Warranty: Limited lifetime
gy that actually goes MSRP: $866.66

